SMILE

Artist: Vitamin C
Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com

Song available for download on iTunes
Level: Intro to Advanced Class

Wait 16 beats

INTRO (4 beats)
4 Toe Heels

PART A (16 beats)
2 Buck Basics
1 Left Buck Triple
Repeat both steps with opposite footwork

PART B (16 beats)
Finn
2 Canadians (turn ¼ left each)
Repeat both steps to front

CHORUS (32 beats)
Burton Slide
Star (turn ½ left)
Double Fastball
Repeat all steps to front

BREAK (20 beats)
2 Skuffits (Turn ½ left each)
4 Toe Heels

PART A – 2 Buck Basics, 1 Buck Triple, Repeat both steps with opposite footwork

PART B – Finn, 2 Canadians (turn ¼ left each), Repeat both steps to front

CHORUS – Burton Slide, Star (turn ½ left), Double Fastball, Repeat all steps to front

BREAK – 2 Skuffits (turn ½ left each), 4 Toe Heels

PART C (32 beats)
Cross It Over
½ Sweat Step (turn ½ left)
Maxi-Sonic
Repeat all steps to front

PART B – Finn, 2 Canadians (turn ¼ left each), Repeat both steps to front

CHORUS – Burton Slide, Star (turn ½ left), Double Fastball, Repeat all steps to front

CHORUS – Burton Slide, Star (turn ½ left), Double Fastball, Repeat all steps to front

ENDING (72 beats)
Double Scuff (turn ¼ left)
Left Buck Joey
Right Buck Triple
Repeat all steps 3 more times to front
Finnicky Step
Left Foot Step
**Steps to “Smile”**

### 4 Toe Heels

```
L R R L R L R R
```

### Buck Basics

```
L R R L R L R R
```

### Triple (Buck Style)

```
L R R L R L R R
```

### Finn

```
L R L R L R R
```

### 2 Canadians

```
L R L R R L R R
```

### Burton Slide

```
L R L R R L R R
```

### Star (1/2 turn left)

```
L R R L R R R
```

### Double Fastball

```
L R L R R L R R
```

### Skuffit

```
L R R L R L R R
```

### Cross it Over

```
L R L R L R L R
```

### 1/2 Sweat Step

```
L R L R L R R
```

### Maxi-Sonic

```
L R L R L R L R
```

### Double Scuff

```
L R L R L R L R
```

### Buck Joey

```
L R L R L R L R
```

### Finnicky Step

```
L R L R L R L R
```

---

**Abbreviations:**

- S = Step
- HT = Heel Touch
- He = Heel
- Ba = Ball
- Dr = Drag
- Jp = Jump
- He(w) = Heel with weight
- Tch = Touch
- Sk = Skuff
- Sl = Slide
- DS = Double Step
- DT = Double Toe